Twilight Policies
1. It is mandatory for all those playing in the designated twilight times to participate
and pay twilight fees.
- Those wishing not to enter must book a time outside twilight.
2. All those participating must play with AT LEAST 1 other golfer for the validity of
scores.
3. Score cards must be handed in to twilight staff with signature after round in order
to qualify.
- Score cards will not be accepted the following day.
4. If playing a practice round previous to twilight, golfers must play the tees not
specified for twilight. Playing the twilight tees results in ineligibility.
5. Hole contest fees are only valuable for that day. Unwon contest fees will NOT be
carried over to the following week.
6. Anyone bringing in outside alcohol or banned substances will be disqualified and
have a 1 week suspension from twilight. Multiple offenses will be dealt with
appropriately and may result in loss of membership, suspension, etc.
7. All winnings are loaded onto club gift cards. No physical cash is awarded.
- All winnings must be picked up by October 31 of the current year or will be
deemed a donation to the club.

Inclement Weather
1. Should twilight be “cancelled” as a whole, all fees paid in will be carried over to
the following week. It is the golfers responsibility to attend the following twilight
for carry over. Failure to show will be deemed a donation to the club.
- Cancellations are at the discretion of the twilight operator.
2. Should lightning occur, a horn will be blown to issue all golfers off the course.
Club policy is to wait 30 minutes after the last lightning strike to be deemed safe
to return to the course.
- Club staff will notify golfers when they can return.
3. If golfers are able to wait and continue their round after lightning has stopped,
they are permitted to do so.
- Fees will NOT be carried over if the twilight operator has not officially
cancelled for the remainder of the evening.
- Should it be cancelled resulting in individuals being unable to finish, fees
will be carried to the following week.

